EDEC 537 Authentic Assessment in Preschool and Primary Programs (3)
Focus is on child study, clinical interviews, ethnography, portfolio development, and other strategies designed to assess young children in both their first and second languages. The integration of curriculum and assessment in classrooms that meet the needs of children and families from diverse cultural, linguistic, and economic background is stressed. Grade only.

EDEC 538 The Development of Language and Thinking: Infancy through Middle Childhood (3)
This course addresses the development of children from birth through middle childhood with emphasis on the relationships between language development and cognitive development. Current research and theories of cognitive, social, and emotional development as related to language development in home and at school and to the development of both first and second languages are studied. The development of oral, written, and spoken languages in school and care settings are highlighted. Major theorists such as Piaget, Erickson, Bruner, Vygotsky, Mead, and others who address the development of children's representational thinking, language, and crosscultural and family influences on development and learning are discussed. Current research on brain development in the first five years of life is also included and discussed from a critical perspective related to practice. Grade only. Prerequisite: permission of instructor or Master of Arts in Education program.

EDEC 539 Research Early Childhood Educ (3)
Critical analysis and evaluation of qualitative and quantitative research in Early Childhood Education and implications for curriculum in schools and care programs serving children infancy through the primary grades of elementary school are addressed. Research and policy studies addressing quality indicators in programs for young children across all areas of curriculum are included, as well as factors such as the physical environment, schedules, and teachers' professional development. The focus is on integration of research findings and methodologies to improve the quality of programs designed to serve young children and their families. Grade only. Prerequisite: permission of instructor or acceptance to Master of Arts in Education program.

EDEC 578 Project Continuation (1-3)

EDEC 593 Approaches to Schooling ECE (3)
Historical and philosophical perspectives on the care and education of young children from early centuries to the present day, including models from Europe, China, Japan, Africa, and Latin America. Topics include the roles of the child and the teacher, design of curriculum and environments for learning, and approaches to diversity in classrooms and communities. Grade only.

EDEC 595 Special Studies (1-4)

Education: Leadership (EDEL)

EDEL 580A Introduction to Education Leadership and School Management (3)
This course is the introductory course for the Sonoma State University Preliminary Administrative Services Credential Program. Candidates examine concepts of leadership, school culture, the dynamics involved in change, democratic decision-making and school governance, diversity, frames of reference, and the roles of an educational leader. Current practices are examined with a view of rethinking schools for the 21st Century based on developing educational leadership values. Grade only. Prerequisite: Admission to the Preliminary Administrative Services Credential Program.

EDEL 580B Advanced Educational Leadership and School Management (3)
This course is designed as the culminating course in the Preliminary Administrative Services Credential Program. The goal of the course is to learn successful strategies and approaches involved in school improvement and ways to develop the school as an organization. Candidates engage in a self-assessment of their skills and abilities and personal theory of leadership in preparation for administrative positions. Grade only. Prerequisites: Admission to the Preliminary Administrative Services Credential Program and EDEL 580A.

EDEL 581 Management of Educational Personnel: Policies and Procedures (3)
Candidates examine human resource administration as it relates to educational leadership and develop an understanding of the importance and dimensions of issues related to human resources that lead to positive and productive educational settings. Grade only. Prerequisite: Admission to the Preliminary Administrative Services Credential Program.

EDEL 582 Educational Policy and Politics (3)
This course is an examination of federal, state, and local politics and policy and their effects on school districts and schools. Emphasis is placed on the issues of educational reform, accountability, and finance. Grade only. Prerequisite: Admission to the Preliminary Administrative Services Credential Program.

EDEL 583 School Law (3)
This course is a study of the governance of school and the various sources of regulation impacting education. Case studies and application of various sources of law are explored, including student rights, torts, first amendment issues, special education law, teacher rights, contracts, church and state issues, and discipline. Grade only. Prerequisite: Admission to the Preliminary Administrative Services Credential Program.

EDEL 587A Beginning Field Experience in Administration (3)
Intensive field experience in school administration that extends learnings and competencies in program coursework. Prerequisites: admission to the Preliminary Administrative Services Credential program and consent of instructor.

EDEL 587B Advanced Field Experience in Administration (3)
This course is the completion of the fieldwork requirement for the program. Candidates provide evidence that they have successfully met all six administrative standards in their fieldwork experiences. Each student completes field assignments and projects that apply learning to educational settings. CR/NC. Prerequisites: Admission to the Preliminary Administrative Services Credential Program and EDEL 587A.
EDEL 588 EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION, AND PROGRAM ASSESSMENT (3)
Candidates study curriculum theory and curriculum ideologies found in public and private schools. Candidates examine the relationship between standards and curriculum design. The candidate learns how to plan and evaluate curriculum and the critical role of the administrator as an instructional leader. Grade only. Prerequisite: Admission to the Preliminary Administrative Services Credential Program.

EDEL 589 LEADERSHIP FOR DIVERSE POPULATIONS AND COMMUNITIES (3)
This course is designed for candidates to reflect on their own culture and to better understand the point of view of a variety of cultures, ethnic groups, and special groups in a diverse society. The goal of the course is to learn successful strategies and approaches involved in working with very diverse communities and how a leader can move their school or district toward high levels of cultural proficiency. The course examines the guiding principles and essential elements of cultural proficiency. Grade only. Prerequisite: Admission to the Preliminary Administrative Services Credential Program.

EDEL 590A INDUCTION PLAN (2)
Students develop, in consultation with their employer and SSU program faculty, an induction plan that meets the Professional Administrative Services Credential requirements. The plan reflects an assessment of the administrator's strengths and needs, future professional goals, and requirements of the position in which the student works. CR/NC. Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Administrative Services Credential Program.

EDEL 590B ASSESSMENT OF COMPLETION OF THE INDUCTION PLAN (2)
During the final seminar the Professional Administrative Services Credential (PASC II), the candidate, in conjunction with program faculty and the employing school district, evaluates the degree of completion of the induction plan proposed in EDEL 590A. The competency review includes the development of an on-going future professional development plan that reflects student strengths and areas of need identified during the PASC II Program. CR/NC. Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Administrative Services Credential Program and EDEL 590A.

EDEL 595 SPECIAL STUDIES (1-4)

EDEL 596A INTRODUCTION TO ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS (2)
Students will be involved in site-based problem solving and analysis, the generation and field implementation of appropriate solutions, and an evaluation of the chosen solutions. Planning, discussion, monitoring, coaching, and evaluation will occur in a seminar setting. CR/NC only. This course is part of the Professional Administrative Services Credential program. Prerequisites: EDUC 590A, possession of Preliminary Administrative Services Credential, and admission to the Professional Administrative Services Credential program.

EDEL 596B COMPLETION OF ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS (2)
Same as EDUC 596A. CR/NC only. Prerequisites: EDUC 590A, a Preliminary Administrative Services Credential, and admission to the Professional Administrative Services Credential program.

EDEL 596C INTRODUCTION TO COLLABORATIVE ACTION RESEARCH (2)
Same as EDUC 596A. CR/NC only. Prerequisites: EDUC 590A, possession of Preliminary Administrative Services Credential, and admission to the Professional Administrative Services Credential program.

EDEL 596D COMPLETION OF COLLABORATIVE ACTION RESEARCH (2)
Same as EDUC 596A. CR/NC only. Prerequisites: EDUC 590A, possession of Preliminary Administrative Services Credential and admission to the Professional Administrative Services Credential program.

Education: Multiple Subject (EDMS)

EDMS 100 EXPLORATIONS IN TEACHING (2)
This seminar is designed as a reflection space for students who would like to consider the teaching profession. They will observe and interact with children and teachers in elementary schools, and read about forces that shape teachers and issues they confront in our educational system. They will analyze what it means to be a teacher today in our elementary schools, facing the challenges of diversity, equity and quality of education.

EDMS 200 BEING A TEACHER IN TODAY’S SCHOOLS (2)
This seminar continues the process of exploration, building on ED/LIBS 100, where students discussed what it means to be a teacher in our schools today. Here the focus is on the student in elementary education. ED/LIBS 200 also builds on LIBS 102, In Search of Self, where the focus is on the construction of identity. From an educational perspective, students will consider what it means to be a student; what forces and circumstances shape their identity and their journey as students in elementary education. Students will elaborate their teaching philosophy throughout the semester, interweaving information from their own lives as students, from the readings, and from their field observations.

EDMS 411 TEACHING SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNERS (3)
This course examines first and second language acquisition and major second language teaching methodologies in relation to children’s language development in school settings. In line with state standards, the purpose of this three-unit course is to help students learn and apply a variety of theories, methods, materials, and strategies to provide instruction that is appropriate to assessed proficiency levels and needs of English learners and to make academic content accessible. Focus is on instructional principles and practices for learner development of comprehensive English language and literacy skills as well as academic language proficiency. The main goal is to learn to help all students become active, engaged, and independent learners.

EDMS 415 FOUNDATIONS FOR MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION (4)
A critical examination of current issues in today’s schools, preschool through high school, and future directions in education through the perspectives of history, philosophy, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and the politics of education. Content includes the trends and issues of contemporary school systems, developmentally and culturally appropriate practices, and examination of educational philosophies. The implications of cultural, racial, linguistic, and gender diversity in the classroom are examined, as well as strategies for respecting individual and family diversity. The course includes an introduction to educational ethnography and provides a basis for understanding the relationship of educational research on teaching and learning to inclusive practice in classrooms for diverse populations of children. Grade only. This course is a prerequisite to the Multiple Subject CLAD with Emphasis in Early Childhood Education Program.

EDMS 420 CHILD DEVELOPMENT IN FAMILY, SCHOOL, AND COMMUNITY (3)
Theories of child and adolescent development and learning in the contexts of families, schools, and communities are addressed; as well as perinatal health, cognitive and language development, social, emotional, and moral development, and their links to classroom practice. Gender socialization, second-language learning, and cultural differences in child-rearing practices are examined; as well as historical and philosophical perspectives on development, teaching, and learning. This course is a prerequisite to the Multiple Subject CLAD with Emphasis in Early Childhood Education credential program and may be applied toward the Child Development Permit. Grade only. Satisfies GE, category E (The Integrated Person).